We present numerical calculations for the flow parameters (velocity, density, pressure, etc.) in a magnetohydrodynamic shock wave propagating in a conducting medium. The effect of ionization in the shock front is included. The results are presented graphically for a complete range of the initial magnetic field strength and direction, and for several arbitrary values of the ionization energy of the downstream fluid.
INTRODUCTION
(hereafter called KP.) have made a detailed investigation of the propagation of a magnetohydrodynamic shock wave in a conducting medium. Following methods made familiar by the study of ordinary gas dynamic shocks, K.P. divide the flow into four regions: the undisturbed gas ahead of the shock front; the steady flow region behind the shock front (containing the high temperature gas sample suitable for plasma studies); the expansion wave; and the steady flow region behind the expansion wave, which joins to the boundary conditions at the end of the shock tube. K.P. derive quantitative results for the variation of all flow parameters (velocity, density, temperature, etc.) throughout all these regions. They consider arbitrary orientation of the magnetic field ahead of the shock front: in this regard their work is an extension of that of Bazer (1958) , who considers a purely axial field ahead of the front.
In the present paper, we extend the work of K.P. by including the possibility of a change in internal energy of the gas through the shock front. Such an internal energy change would occur, for example, if the conducting gas were further ionized by the passage of the shock wave.
It is to be emphasized that both K.P. and the present work assume that the gas ahead of the shock front is "conducting". The case of an ionizing magnetohydrodynamic shock wave propagating into a "non-conducting" medium, is much more complex (Kulikovski and Lyubimov 1960; Gross and Kunkel 1962; Chu 1964; May and Tendys 1965) . We need only note that the criterion (May and Tendys 1965) for the undisturbed gas ahead of the front to be deemed "conducting" is that its magnetic diffusivity IfufL be very much less than its viscosity v and thermal conductivity K (see Lehnert 1958 for a table giving v, K, and IffLU for several gases at various densities and temperatures), that is,
This criterion can well be fulfilled even if the gas ahead of the shock front is only .. Theoretical Department, School of Physics, University of Sydney.
partly ionized (e.g. in a gas of hydrogen at density 10 16 molecules/cm a , the criterion is fulfilled at 2% ionization). Thus there is some practical point in extending the analysis of K.P. to include the possibility of further ionization of an already "con. ducting" gas by the passage of a magnetohydrodynamic shock wave.'"
In Section II we describe the equations and method of treatment used to derive our results for the various flow parameters. Since the analysis is very similar to that of K.P., we confine ourselves to an outline. In Section III, the results are presented and discussed. These results are mainly in the form of a series of graphs for the various flow quantities.
Before proceeding to the results, we mention the recent work of Taussig (1964) , who has also introduced the internal energy change term into a study of magneto. hydrodynamic ionizing shock waves. However, Taussig considers only "normal" shocks in which the magnetic field in the undisturbed region ahead of the shock front is perpendicular to the front; while we (as did K.P.) consider arbitrary orien.
tations of this field, that is, we have t7T :> e :> 0 (Taussig has e = 0), where e is defined by equation (2) in Section II. On the other hand, we restrict ourselves to conducting media, so that ahead of the shock front we must have the electric field zero; whereas Taussig considers the general case where the medium ahead of the shock front need not be conducting, and hence the electric field need not be zero. The relation between the present work and that of Taussig and earlier authors is summarized schematically in Table 1 .
II. ANALYSIS
Since our program differs from that of K.P. only by the inclusion of a change in internal energy through the shock front, we present only an outline of the method of analysis and refer to K.P. for details.
We consider plane flow in the X -Y plane, with all the flow quantities being func· tions only of the variable X. This idealization gives a reasonable approximation to the usual experimental conditions of flow in the annulus between two concentric * In the AVCO experiments considered by K.P., and all other similar experiments so far performed, the analysis that ignores internal energy changes is adequate, either because the gas ahead of the front is already fully ionized, or because the temperatures behind the front are sufficiently large to dwarf the internal energy change.
cylinders. X corresponds to the axial, Y to the azimuthal, and Z to the radial direction. It is also assumed that the gas pressure is isotropic, and that the criterion (1) is satisfied so that the medium is conducting ahead of the shock front. All calculations are made in a reference frame attached to the shock front.
The analytical solution of the problem has five parameters which may be chosen as:
(a) The angle of orientation () of the initial magnetic field, (2) where Bn is the azimuthal magnetic field ahead of the shock (region 1), and Bx is the axial field, which is constant (V.B = 0).
(b)
The ratio ofthe shock speed Us to the fast sound speed cfin the undisturbed gas ahead of the shock front, i.e. the ratio U slcf.
(c) The ratio of gas pressure to magnetic pressure in the undisturbed gas, i.e. the ratio PI/(BU2p,). BI is the modulus of the magnetic field in region 1, or B~ =
Bh+Bl· (d)
The ratio of specific heats y in the ionized gas behind the shock.
(e) The ratio P of the change in internal energy through the shock front to the magnetic energy ahead of the front,
In the limit P = 0, our calculations reduce to those of K.P.
Although the general theory is valid for arbitrary values of these parameters, in order to perform the numerical computations, we have specified the parameters (c) and (d) by choosing Both these choices will be good approximations to most experimental conditions. Notice that the choice (4) implies that the fast sound speed Cf is now the Alfven speed, that is, Cf = (BfjpI p,)l.
With the simplifications described above, the flow becomes one of a perfect gas with infinite conductivity. In the reference frame we have chosen, physical quantities vary only with X; the velocity and magnetic field vectors have only X components (u, Bx) and Y components (v, By) ; the fluid pressure and density are P and P respectively. (We use rationalized MKS units, with p, denoting the permeability of free space.) The appropriate differential equations for the flow and the magnetic field are now Maxwell's equations and the compressible, perfect gas, fluid-flow equations with the magnetic force and energy terms added. Figure 1 is a displacement-time diagram showing the various flow regions of the shock wave. For the equations relating quantities ahead of the shock front (region 1) to those behind the front (region 2), we have the usual jump relations, which express conservation of mass, longitudinal and transverse momentum, and energy. Our inclusion of a change in internal energy through the front alters only the energy equation; all the other equations remain as in K.P. Allowing for a change in internal energy, Lle, the energy conservation equation (K.P. equation (24) The suffix 1 denotes region 1 ahead of the front, and the suffix 2 denotes region 2. The other jump relations connecting the flow parameters in region 1 to those in region 2 are identical with K.P. equations (19)-(23).
The steady flow region 2 behind the shock front is joined to the back of the shock tube (region 0) by a simple expansion wave. We assume that no further change in internal energy takes place behind the shock front. * Thus the expansion wave is described by the K.P. set of three simultaneous first-order differential equations, together with one algebraic equation (K.P. equations (9)- (12)). This set of equations * This point is discussed further by Taussig (1965) .
is solved by numerical integration, beginning from region 2 and terminating with It boundary condition enforced by the back wall of the shock tube, namely, that in the laboratory frame there should be no axial motion in region O. This boundary condition can be achieved either (i) by a vacuum in region 0 (Po = 0, Po = 0), or (ii) by having no axial flow in region 0 (u o = Us in the shock-centred frame). Thus a complete solution for the flow parameters in all regions is obtained by first specifying the five parameters (a)-(e) above, then obtaining the flow in region 2 behind the shock front by using the jump relations described above, and finally obtaining the flow in region 0 by integration through the expansion wave. We now proceed to the results obtained from this program.
III. RESULTS
The results for the significant flow parameters in various regions are plotted against the ratio BIlBo, where BI is the magnitude of the field ahead of the shock front, and Bo is the magnitude of the field at the back wall. We occasionally refer to the "drive field", by which we mean the difference Bo-BI' Each parameter is plotted against BIlBo for several values of the remaining parameters 8 (equation (2) to a magnetic field completely parallel to the shock front, presents a simple picture, namely, a piston-like shock wave moving down the tube causing axial motion of the gas ahead of it. The 8 = 0 case, corresponding to a magnetic field completely perpendicular to the wave front, is more complicated and there are now two possible flow regimes. If the azimuthal field Bn is finite behind the front, we get the "switchon" shock with its associated fluid rotation behind the front; if Bn = 0, the flow is as in an ordinary gas dynamic shock.
Comparison of the results for finite internal energy changes, P =1= 0, with the special case P = 0 shows the existence of a restriction on the permissible values of BIlBo. (We recall that P represents a change in internal energy, due to an increase in ionization.) Values of BIlBo that correspond to a non-physical negative temperature in region 2 have been discarded; they correspond to values of the drive field Bo-BI that are too small to impart enough energy to the shock wave to provide the required internal energy change.
Another difference between the cases P =1= 0 and P = 0 occurs in the boundary condition enforced at the back wall of the shock tube. For P = 0, K.P. find that this boundary condition is sometimes satisfied by having no axial gas motion in region 0, although more often it is only satisfied by having a vacuum in region 0; for P =1= 0 the latter condition always prevails.
We now make itemized comments on the graphs, Figures 2-10. It is seen that greater drive fields (Bo-BI) are required to produce greater ionization when the initial magnetic field BI and the shock speed are fixed.
(ii) Uslb., where b. = (B~/plfL)l. These curves, show small variation with BIlBo. However, for a fixed Us and B o , smaller initial fields BI (i.e. greater drive fields, as before) are required to produce greater ionization. As in K.P., the limiting value of this quantity for BIlBo = 0 can be calculated. For P = 0 this limit is approximately 8'16, and for P =1= 0 and increasing, this limit decreases slowly. The "knee" in the B21BI curves (Fig. 3) , clearly seen for most of the 8 = 0 cases, gives the transition between the switch-on and ordinary shock regions. These la.tter regions lie towards lower BIlBo values. This transition cannot be seen for the P = 10 curve, because the physical switch-on region is now very small; the nonuhysical portion continually expands as the value of P is increased, until it almost In Figure 4 , the negative tangent of the angle of downstream flow, in the laboratory reference frame, is shown, i.e. the ratio -V 2 !U 2 in laboratory coordinates.
(By the choice of sign convention this is a positive quantity.) In the transverse case there is no azimuthal flow at all, but as () decreases the amount of rotation, or azimuthal flow, increases. For the normal shock in the switch-on region, the flow is increasingly rotational for increasing P, whereas under ordinary shock flow conditions the flow is entirely axial. Thus for the switch-on shock, a higher ionization will be obtained by a flow in which there is as much rotation as possible. This explains the present interest in the study of rotating plasmas in thermonuclear research.
The density ratio P21 PI across the shock front is a measure of the shock strength; this ratio is presented in Figure 5 . In the ordinary gas dynamic limit (BIlBo = 0) the density ratio is 4 for P = 0, and increases with increasing P. The curves are similar to those for B21 BI in that stronger drive fields do not necessarily produce stronger shocks for a given P. We see that for P ~ 5 an increase in drive field, with fixed initial field B I , produces a decrease in shock strength.
As shown in Figure 6 , greater downstream gas temperatures are produced by greater drive fields, at a fixed ionization level; also for a fixed T 2' greater drive fields produce higher ionization. The normal shock is capable of producing greater temperatures for a fixed drive field and ionization than the transverse shock, showing once again why the normal shock is perhaps of more interest than the transverse shock in plasma preparation. The BIlBo = 0 limit of this quantity for P = 0 is 0·3125, and decreases slightly for increasing P. Figure 7 graphs the ratio of the distance travelled by the leading edge of the expansion wave to the distance travelled by the shock front ata given time (XeIXs) . When this ratio is greater than unity, the expansion wave leads the shock, producing an inherently unstable condition. However, this is not present here, although for P = 0 the expansion wave does catch the shock front for the normal shock at the transition point between the two flow regimes. In the neglected non-physical cases, XelXs becomes complex. As for the P2/PI curves, the XelXs curves have maxima (regarded as a function of BIlBo) up to a certain P value, above which XelXs becomes a strictly increasing function. The limit for BIlBo = 0 increases slightly from its P = 0 value (0,75) for increasing P. Greater drive fields produce greater ionization when XelXs is diminished.
Of interest to research workers in plasma preparation is the quantity 1-(XeIXs), which gives a measure of the length of the test gas region, i.e. the volume of the plasma produced.
In Figure 8 the profiles of various flow properties from the shock front (8) to the back wall are shown; they are shown for normal shock flow, two cases for each P value. The flow regions are designated: T = test gas region (region 2), E = expansion wave region, D = drive field region (region 0). The left-hand figure for each P value has the lower value of the parameter Uslb l and is in the switch-on region of flow, whereas the right-hand figure for each P value lies in the ordinary shock region. As the pressure and density drop very rapidly away from their values in region 2, the test gas is well defined. The approximate linearity of the velocity components in the expansion wave, as noted in K.P., is evident here.
Figs. S(a) to S(l).-Profiles of flow properties between the shock front and the rear wall of the shock tube for (J = 0° and two values of the parameter US/b., so that the switch-on and ordinary flow regions are shown; S = shock front, T = test gas region (region 2), E = expansion "'ave region, D = drive field region (region 0). The profile numbers refer to flow properties as follows:
1 to P/Pl U~; 2 to U/Us; 3 to B2/2p,Pl U~; 4 to -'I)/US; 5 to (P/4pl)2; 6 to -Ez/Us Byo.
::[-:-- fixed electric field, a greater magnetic drive field is required to produce greater ionization. The BIlBo = 0 limit behaves with P in the same way as does that of Figures 7 and 10.
-------------------
The axial component of the drive field gas velocity U 0 is considered as a function of BllBo in Figure 10 . When it is not zero, the pressure and the density in this region must vanish to satisfy the zero axial mass motion boundary condition of the rear wall. When U o = 0, the pressure and density need not vanish, and the gas present remains in the region with no axial motion. As is shown in Figure 10 , the condition U 0 = 0 is achieved only for P = 0; in all other cases there is a vacuum in the drive field region.
